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   Ben and Kristy Carlson are growing and producing unique micro-lots in Burundi, a landlocked country in East Africa. 
They are doing this in part to produce excellent coffees and showcase the country’s potential: though largely neglected 
as a specialty coffee producing country in the past, Burundi is more than equipped to produce top quality lots. Excellent 
altitudes, ubiquitous heirloom bourbon, great soil and a perfect climate for coffee growing all line up to create the quality 
potential that dreams are made of. But beyond producing stellar coffees, Ben and Kristy Carlson, along with their three 
children are in Burundi to help make a difference in the lives of thousands of farming families.
    This is no aid project. This is building relationships with farmers, growing coffee alongside their coffee, listening to their 
struggles and helping to build platforms for change. The Carlson’s are able to do this not just because they understand life 
in Burundi, but because they are an American family who moved to Burundi in 2011 and understand what specialty coffee 
roasters want. They understand the need for traceability, they understand the interest in micro-climates, they understand 
the interest in processing methods and the importance of quality control. Ben and Kristy represent a physical manifestation 
of the often overused term “direct trade.” They are the voice of the coffee roaster to the farmer and the story of the producer 
for the roaster. By sitting smack in the middle of the supply chain they are able to implement pathways to hope through the 
production of a truly specialty product. This is not a handout. This is paying farmers premiums for work that goes above and 
beyond. This is educating and reimbursing appropriately, for a higher quality product. A truly specialty coffee.
    The Burundian countryside is a vast expanse of green carpeted rolling hills. Each hill is a distinct geopolitical unit known 
as a colline (hill, in French). For 21 years the people of the Gitwe Hill found small ways to survive as war echoed around them. 
Since the war ended in 1994 the people of Gitwe have worked towards one thing. Unity. Many of their animals and crops 
were poached during the war, so now their hope is to work together to rejuvenate their hill. They hope to see it plentiful in 
livestock and covered in new coffee trees. With panoramic views of the Kibira forest and the mountains of the Congo, Gitwe 
hill has no shortage of beauty. Rich soil provides a home to many different crops, including coffee. The value that Gitwe hill 
places on growing coffee can be plainly seen in the care they have taken to mulch and prune their coffee trees. 

         IN 
    THE CUP

Tea rose, stone fruit and caramel on the nose lead into an incredibly 
complex cup full of sweet hay, fresh peach and ripe cherry qualities over an 
oolong tea base.

THE 
TAKEAWAY 

Ben and Kristy Carlson are attempting to implement one of the goals of 
specialty coffee from their home in the Burundi countryside: by helping 
farmers produce a better product they can get higher prices for the 
product based on quality and thus pay higher prices to the producer. It’s 
the feedback loop specialty coffee needs if it ever hopes to break free of 
the bonds imposed by its longtime identification as a commodity crop.


